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Session Title: Green Optical Transport Network Design for 5G Mobile Networks

Abstract: Cloud radio access networks has emerged as a scalable solution as a response to the increasing capacity requirements with the growth of different type of mobile services in next generation networks. 5G Mobile networks need to meet with variable set of service requirements from stringent delay to delay tolerant applications; from heavy capacity requirements to very small number of bits to transmit. This calls for sustainable and scalable network growth strategies and novel architectures considering jointly radio and optical transport segments of the network. In this talk, traffic adaptive network operation strategies and new 5G network architectures will be presented considering virtualized cloud radio access networks (VC-RAN). The first part of this talk presents the potential energy savings in VC-RAN where base stations (BS), and transport systems are virtualized and processing can be handled in the cloud. Virtual BSs can be formed dynamically as the user traffic moves in an area. The processing units can go to sleep together with the BSs and transport systems jointly in this energy optimized system.